Invitation

TO A

TECHNICAL “INFO-SEMINAR”

TUESDAY, May 10, 2011,
at 5.00pm in the Workshop
at PARTEC

Hands-on demonstration of our new
WEGENER ST325 Sheet Welding Machine

(With the support of the Plastic Fabricators Association and the
Association of Rotational Moulders)
AGENDA

Free Bar-B-Que and drinks in the workshop from 4pm

Closing at 6.15pm

Outline of Seminar Topics

PARTEC has recently upgraded all of its plastic fabrication gear with WEGENER equipment to maintain the highest standards of training of apprentices.

1. A hands-on demonstration of the new ST325. This is the latest WEGENER development and will go to Melbourne during the Ausplas Exhibition on loan from PARTEC for a week.

2. John Ruggles will talk on specialised plastic fabrication training for suppliers to the mining and manufacturing sectors.

Please RSVP to Norma at PARTEC on 3849 7878 (email: admin@partec.qld.edu.au) for catering purposes.